Professional Health Systems Inc. Digital Products Purchase
Thank you for the purchase of one of our digital products (such as our eBooks, PowerPoint presentations
or mobile apps.) Note: our mobile apps are recommended for use on smart phones instead of our
eBooks – please see our app section.
Your e-version will be electronically customized with your name to ensure your copy is genuine and
protect your single-use licensed copyright. After your order is customized and processed (generally
between 24-72 hours) an email will be provided containing instructions for your individual download,
which will be available for a limited time only (7 days). Please be aware that digital media are nonrefundable and if unauthorized copies of your products are made you will be personally liable to pay for
each additional unauthorized copy.
Unless specifically stated in the product description, your digital product is expected to be kept in its
original digital format. Hardcopy printing is not supported. PDF documents are not printable.
Start improving today with professional products you can use in the office or on the go.

Terms of Use
I. LICENSES AND RESTRICTIONS
Prohealthsys.com grants the User a single-use license to access and use (unless User has an otherwise
defined relationship with Prohealthsys.com) of the contents of the Prohealthsys.com product.
The foregoing licenses do not include any rights to:




modify, reproduce, copy, or resell the Prohealthsys.com product, the Content or any portion or
derivative thereof;
bypass any Prohealthsys.com measures used to prevent or restrict access or distribution of any
Prohealthsys.com product, Content or any portion or derivative thereof;
compile, repackage, disseminate or otherwise use data extracted from the Prohealthsys.com
product. Conversion of the Prohealthsys.com product, the Content or any portion or derivative
thereof into any format other than the original format.

The foregoing are expressly prohibited; the right to do any of the foregoing shall require
Prohealthsys.com's express written consent (which may include a written agreement signed by an
authorized representative of Prohealthsys.com). Any unauthorized use of the Prohealthsys.com product,
the Content or any portion or derivative thereof shall terminate any license or permission granted by
Prohealthsys.com. Please see section II below for more information.

II. COPIES AND CUSTOMER LIABILITY
Prohealthsys.com grants the User two (2) copies, one (1) for home use and one (1) for tablet or mobile
device use. Any additional copies of the Prohealthsys.com product, the Content or any portion or
derivative thereof shall require the purchase of additional license(s) to authorize each copy of your
product made.
III. DELIVERY AND RISK OF LOSS
Prohealthsys.com passes on risk of ownership to the User upon delivery of the item via email. The
product is available for a period of seven (7) days thereafter. Technical difficulties must be identified and
reported to Prohealthsys.com during that period or no extension will be provided. Prohealthsys.com is
not liable for loss due to machine theft or other data loss, such as due to hardware malfunction or
failure.
IV. CONTENT
The User acknowledges that the Prohealthsys.com Site contains Content that is protected by copyrights,
trademarks, trade secrets, or other proprietary rights, and that these rights are valid and protected in all
forms, media and technologies existing now or hereinafter developed. Prohealthsys.com owns a
copyright in the selection, coordination, arrangement, and enhancement of such Content on the
Prohealthsys.com Site. The User may not modify, remove, delete, augment, add to, publish, transmit,
participate in the transfer or sale of, create derivative works from, or in any way exploit any such
Content, in whole or in part. If no specific restrictions are displayed, Users may make copies of select
portions of the Content, provided that the copies are made only for User's personal use and that User
maintains any notices contained in the Content, such as all copyright notices, trademark legends, or
other proprietary rights notices. The User may not upload, post, reproduce, or distribute in any way
Content protected by copyright, or other proprietary right, without obtaining permission of the owner
of the copyright or other propriety right.
V. MODIFICATION
Prohealthsys.com reserves the right to make changes to the Prohealthsys.com Site, products, the
Content posted policies and Terms of Use at any time without notice or liability. These terms were last
revised on August 22, 2014.

